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GENERAL DISCUSSION

In the introduction of this thesis a periodontal pathogenesis model was

described, outlining the different steps from microbial colonization of the tooth

surface to the initiation and maintaining of the inflammation of the periodontal

tissues. Modern molecular biological techniques as denaturing gradient gel elec-

trophoresis (DGGE) and fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) can potentially

provide more detailed information about subgingival plaque formation and its ar-

chitecture related to the bacterial component of periodontal pathogenesis. The

aims of the thesis were therefore (i) to develop molecular tools to study oral

microbial communities, (ii) to monitor the formation of subgingival plaque after

mechanical scaling and root planing (SRP), (iii) to localize oral bacteria in supra

and subgingival plaque and (iv) to apply this knowledge to provide a rationale for

full-mouth or multiple-session SRP in clinical periodontology. In the following dis-

cussion, the developed molecular techniques to study complex microbial commu-

nities are evaluated. The results are used to interpret the  effect of SRP on the

microbial population and the clinical outcomes.

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Molecular techniques

At the start of this thesis, DGGE was a promising DNA based technique to

detect the composition of a bacterial population without the presumptive inclu-

sion/exclusion of bacterial groups. In comparison with the dot-blot checkerboard

analysis (171), DGGE might be more sensitive and unbiased for unknown species.

Checkerboard analyses on the other hand showed to be easier to handle and

interpret and more convenient for large scale analyses and comparisons. During

the course of this thesis technological improvements resulted in a micro-array

specific to about 300 different species in the oral cavity. This Human Oral Microbe

Identification Microarray (HOMIM) has a detection limit of 104 cells. Although this

promising technique becomes available for large scale applications in the future,

there might still be unidentified species present, which are absent on the chip and

therefore not detected. With DGGE, also unidentified and unknown species can be

detected. Moreover, DGGE can be refined to species or groups of species that are
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of interest. Which technique to opt for is a matter of availability, economics and most

importantly, the research questions to be answered. In fact, dot-blot checkerboard,

DGGE and micro-arrays are screening techniques to identify interesting topics and to

generate research questions. We introduced DGGE in oral microbiology and showed

its applicability to study shifts in the microbial population after therapeutic interfer-

ences and the possibility to identify bands, as exemplified for Exiguobacterium

aurantiacum (Chapter 2 and 3). These results led us to expand the study design and

monitor the effect of SRP on the microbial population in greater detail in a larger

population of patients (Chapter 4) .

Periodontal study design

With the statements of the Consort group (www.consort-statement.org),

clear guidelines for clinical trials are presented. These include blinding of the

examiners, randomization concealment, completeness of follow up, and an a priori

power analysis to determine sample size. In periodontal research, the primary

treatment outcome in a power analysis would preferably be tooth mortality. Due

to its rare incidence and multiple confounders, tooth mortality is often replaced by

the surrogate treatment outcome probing pocket depth (PPD) (39). However, there

is limited data available on how clinical parameters like PPD and clinical attach-

ment level (CAL) are related to tooth mortality (61). Therefore, assumptions are

required to execute an a priori power analysis. The question arising is for example,

what difference in PPD reductions between treatments is considered clinically relevant?

As a reference, trained examiners can probe pocket depths with measurement errors

varying from less then 0.5 mm (8) to 1.2 mm (101). Furthermore, meta-analysis

data show that the average reduction achieved by SRP alone is 0.03 mm for

pockets with an initial depth of 1-3 mm, 1.29 mm for pockets initially measuring

4-6 mm and 2.16 mm for pockets of ≥7 mm (12,24). Consequently, there is

roughly an additional reduction of 1-2 mm mean PPD left for further improvements

considering healthy pockets ranging up to 4 mm. These additional improvements in

PPD reductions should come from deep residual pockets, which are mainly found

around multi rooted teeth and are notorious for responding poorly to therapy (187).

Taken these considerations together, the room for clinical improvements in PPD re-

duction additional to the effect of SRP is limited. Further studies testing new or modified

treatment modalities for periodontitis require therefore large sample sizes to reach

statistical significance and should adhere to the CONSORT group statements. They
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are therefore better designed as tests for equality or are aiming at the improvement

of other parameters like time of treatment, patient compliance, the reduction of side

effects or costs of treatment.

MICROBIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Subgingival plaque is a biofilm

Already in the seventies it was recognized that oral plaque, nowadays called

a biofilm, either supra or subgingival is a well-organized entity (93,94). Single or

dual species in vitro studies have shown that biofilms posses several characteris-

tic features, that is, a sequential formation of a biofilm structure (81), a spatial

organization of bacteria (93), metabolic interactions (18,67), intra- and inter spe-

cies communication (80) and co-adhesion (20). Oral biofilms can habit more than

30 different species from a total of more than 700 genotypes possibly found in

the oral cavity (1,63,84,105,130). The sequential formation of a supragingival

biofilm on a pristine tooth surface is documented to the species level from the first

hours up to 1 week in vivo (35,36,57,92). Thereafter, the information is limited to

morphological observations of the biofilm and the gramstain nature of bacterial

cells (85,93). A biofilm model based on co-aggregation experiments and studies

on the composition of plaques associated with gingivitis or periodontitis (79,173)

provide an idea about mature biofilm organization. Comparison of our observa-

tions with the biofilm model of Kolenbrander (79) shows remarkable similarities in

the presence of the different layers that are dominated by a certain group of

bacteria (Chapter 5). There are however also differences to the model. A first

major difference is the presence of T. forsythia in the same layer as F. nucleatum,

suggesting a bridging role enhancing the colonization of the biofilm by other spe-

cies. This may implicate that the colonization of T. forsythia in the biofilm marks

the transition from a mainly gram-positive biofilm to a biofilm dominated by gram-

negative bacteria and explains why T. forsythia is found as one of the red complex

species (173). This hypothesis needs further investigation. A second important

observation in our study is the localization of P. gingivalis, P. intermedia and

P. micra in micro-colonies in the top layer of the biofilm. As secondary colonizers

they colonize an already established biofilm and form micro-colonies. This raises

the question whether these so-called periodontal pathogens play a role in the
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initiation of periodontitis or are more related to the progression and severity of disease.

The third observation is the presence of Synergistes sp. in direct contact to host

immune cells at the top of the biofilm. This finding clearly shows the power of in vivo

observations and stimulates further research elucidating the role of Synergistes sp.

in host-pathogen interactions.

To gain more insight in the development of subgingival plaque after SRP, the

population dynamics were studied with DGGE and species-specific PCR. The for-

mation of a new subgingival biofilm after SRP resembles the use of building mate-

rial of ruined cities after another ancient war. The presence of remaining debris

impede clear sequential biofilm formation after SRP. Nevertheless, Actinobacteria

and Firmicutes were shown to be affected by SRP only to a limited extend and

quickly returned to the baseline population composition, thereby mimicking the

formation of initial biofilms on pristine tooth surfaces (36,57,174). The Cytophaga-

Flavobacteria-Bacteroides (CFB) and Spirochaetes bacterial populations however

underwent a change in the composition of the population compared to baseline,

which lasted up to three months.

Our observations on the architecture of subgingival biofilms and its forma-

tion after SRP together with the initial colonization studies corroborate Listgartens

interesting observation of 3 weeks old supragingival plaque that resembles the

structure of subgingival plaque. This could imply that there is a continuance in

biofilm formation and that it would be more correct to name plaques according to

their state of development, rather than to their localization or pathogenic origin.

CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The most common form of periodontal therapy is SRP, aiming for the re-

moval of subgingival calculus, contaminated root cementum and dentin (119), a

reduction of the bacterial load and the elimination of periodontal pathogens (185)

by hand or power driven instruments. It is remarkable that the outlined goals of

SRP are comprehensively evaluated by clinical parameters while studied to a lim-

ited extend by the actual measurements of calculus and bacterial removal by SRP.

The possible effects of SRP on the subgingival bacterial population are three-fold:
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i) a quantitative decrease in the total bacterial load in the subgingival pocket (143) ii)

the reduction in the presence of specific periodontal pathogens (185) and (iii) the

mechanical disturbance of the biofilm and its equilibrium with the host.

The studies presented in Chapter 4 and 6 clearly show that SRP itself has a

limited effect in eliminating bacteria. In the weeks following therapy, we however

noticed a reduction in the detection frequency of specific pathogens. This could

be a wash-out effect from dead bacteria. Dead bacteria can be detected by mo-

lecular techniques immediately after SRP. In the course of several days these

bacteria are washed away from the pocket by the continues flow of sulcular fluid.

Another possible explanation is that SRP disturbs the biofilm organization and its

equilibrium with the host. One of the aims of that organization is the protection

against the host immune response. It is for example, striking to see Synergistes

sp. aligned like palisades facing the host immune cells, both in a steady state of

war (Chapter 5). Mechanical disruption of this equilibrium by SRP changes the

battlefield between host and pathogen and additionally may upregulate an immune

response. It has indeed been shown that during SRP, bacteria and their toxins like LPS

are forced into the circulation and provoke an immune response (91,129). Moreover,

the circulating levels of TNF-α and IL-6 increase after SRP (64) and the homeostatic

system increases markedly (28). On the other hand, no increased levels of IgG to P.

gingivalis, T. denticola, P. intermedia, T. forsythia or A. actinomycetemcomitans during

the active phase of treatment were detected, although their avidity had increased

(7,194). It seems therefore reasonable to rephrase the biological aims of periodontal

therapy into a reduction of the bacterial load, the destruction of the subgingival biofilm

and the induction of an immune response by the host. Interesting in this, is the finding

that SRP in three quadrants has a beneficial effect on untreated periodontally affected

teeth in the fourth quadrant (131), possibly through a systemical immunological re-

sponse.

With these observations in mind, the successful therapeutic approach of a

single full-mouth 45 minute session of only subgingival debridement (32) and the

finding that subgingival plaque is successfully removed with micro brushes (21)

indicate that less drastic, painful and time consuming treatment modalities than

standard multiple-session SRP can be applied to achieve the biological targets of initial

periodontal therapy.
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 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Periodontal diseases are multi-factorial diseases in a complex host. The peri-

odontitis pathogenesis model presented in Chapter 1 describes the interactions

between the different factors (122) and provide a basis for the design of research

hypotheses. Quirynen et al. hypothesized that recolonization of periodontal patho-

gens could be prevented by a FM-SRP protocol and the prevention of recolonization

is hypothesized to improve clinical outcomes (134). With the aforementioned con-

siderations in mind we can evaluate this reinfection hypothesis, that is actually

made up of two parts. Since clinical outcomes can not be proof for the prevention

of reinfection (206), it is essential to study the immediate effects of SRP on the

subgingival bacteria. We show that SRP itself is limited in eliminating bacteria

(Chapter 4 and 6) and that the formation of a new biofilm after SRP is a complex

sequential process in which the periodontal pathogens colonize an already estab-

lished biofilm (Chapter 5). Moreover, DGGE data show that only a difference in

pocketdepth after three months, but not FM-SRP or MS-SRP, results in a signifi-

cantly more different CFB population as compared to baseline. The only significant

difference between FM-SRP and MS-SRP was a difference in recolonization by

T. denticola (Chapter 6). The second part of the hypothesis links the prevention of

recolonization to improved clinical outcomes. However, according to the patho-

genesis model, also the host inflammatory response and the tissue and bone metabolism

determine the clinical signs of periodontitis, next to the microbiological component

(Chapter 1). Our study and others indeed suggest that SRP may have a stimulating

effect on the immune response, whereas others start to explore the interaction between

bacteria and connective tissue metabolism (128). By directly linking recolonization to

clinical signs, the reinfection hypothesis thus simplifies periodontal pathogenesis.

Based on these findings we hypothesize that mechanical periodontal treatment

has a disturbing effect on the subgingival plaque and an inducing effect on the host

immune response. The concerted action of these two results in clinical healing and

the reduction of subgingival niches. Without subgingival niches, biofilms can not mature

in the presence of good oral hygiene measures and typical periodontal pathogens are

prevented to colonize the biofilm. In the present thesis we present the applicability of

molecular tools to study biofilm formation and to test our hypothesis. Further research

should focus on a better understanding of a single factor or the interaction between

the factors presented in the pathogenesis model. For example, studies should be done
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on the later stages of oral biofilm formation and on the role of Synergistes sp. in the

interaction between biofilm and host. We additionally propose further studies to test

alternative treatment modalities designed to reduce the bacterial load, disrupt the

subgingival biofilm and induce an immune response, with reduced disturbing side effects

within a limited amount of time to further improve periodontal therapy.






